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 FROM  CH'IEN-FO-TUNG,  TUN-HUANG
 1453
 
Ch. i. ooai. c. Roll, incomplete. Inscr. on obv. with
unidentified Buddhist text ; on rev. with detached remarks
in different handwritings of different sizes; also \\ith large
sq. red seal ; the whole in Cursive Gupta.
The text in corrupt Skr. and in verses (Indravajra), of
which 14 are extant. The first in correct Skr. would be as
follows : —
Dcvdsurd yaktabhujamgasiddhds tafcasuparnakataputanas-
ca | gandharvayaksd grahajdtayasca yt kec^d) Ihumt'm m\\i-
sam/i daivdh (|. No. 36, Hoernle Reg. i' i J* x f*J*.
Ch. ii. ooi. Roll, incomplete at top and bottom ; coar.-e
brittle brownish paper, much damaged in middle and along
R. edge. Inscr. on both sides, obv. with 24, rev. with 10 11.
of unidentified Buddhist text, in Khotanese and Cursive
Gupta. No. 37, Hoernle Reg. i' 6J* x 12*.
Ch. ii. 002. Polhi; incomplete, in 156 fols. on coarse
tough paper ; with 5 IL on page, in Khotanese language and
Upright Gupta, suspended from inked guiding lines, and
marked off from R. and L. margin by inked lines. FoL
Nos. on obv., within inked circle for string-hole. There is no
string-hole, but only very minute perforation made by leg of
pair of compasses.
Total of surviving fols. 65. Their numbers are 1-20,
100-108, 121-56 (but 154 is missing), amounting to 64.
Of these No. i is blank on obv., excepting the following
short remark -^ patra sfdasdramy written in Cursive Gupta.
On its rev., the text commences with Saddham Avrga
(salutation) /sum ramndm drrim nd {tHratna) sadi-jsc. (trad-
dha) body a > preceded by double circle, and followed (on 1. 2)
by name of work, Siddhasdrii sdsirS. In addition to these
64 fols. there is one marked as fol. No. i, but containing the
end of the work, and followed on rev. 13. 3-5 by the following
colophon : hi(fti) dvamgye vye ukrre httl Simdha&drii ndmnan
Saxtrti) jj etc. || ktqya.
here occur short remarks in a Semitic script (Uigur ?), in
c ink along L. margin of rev, of fol. 156, and m red
ilong L. margin of obv. of fols. 100 and 101, as well as
3S the 5th L of rev. of fol. 135. These throw light an the
>naiity of the scribe or copyist ; so also the circumstance
the colophon (on the extra fol. No. i) ends with the word
2, indicating in Semitic fashion (/<*$?) the end of the work ;
irther the absence of a string-hole, which shows that the
were not meant to be strung upon a string in the
lary Indian fashion of a Pothl,
be MS. contains a medical work on Therapeutics, the
kasarasts/ra   by   Ravigupta.   The  chapters
6 appear to be the best preserved, treating of
aitJara, pdndu-rega, tekkd, fads** k*s
arte,  xnmada,  apasmar*, vdtevy***** w<m^«,  krirnf,
i blank obv. of ist fol, is the record f6f*tra Sedasdram,
;6 fols. of Siddhasara\ which shows that the Pothl was
dy in the present fragmentary condition when the record
nscribed Possibly it was the original MSn from which
xresent MS. was transcribed, which was defective. In
»se there is a clerical blander in the record of « 56 folios';
 in all probability it should be " i,-6 folios', for thai \* the
actual number of fa's,, barring the extra fol. r.*i:h colophon.
No. 38, Hoernle Reg. 19$* x 4*. PL CXI.XX.
Ch* iL 003* Pothl, incomplete, 71 fol<« in Ktiotanese
and Cursive Gupta; gcxxi lough paper, clean anil veil
preserved. Five IL on page ; also marginal and guiding lines
in faint black ink; so also interior small circlet i* diam., 3*
off L. edge. The fols. are numbered by four different
systems;—
(i) The ordinary system, by number-* on L. margin
of obv.; beginning' with 44. and running up to 115.
The last fol. has no number; it should be 116, but as it is
marked with 3 in the interior circle, while fol. 115 is similarly
marked with i, ii would seem that the unnumbered foi. is
really 117, and that fol, 116 is missing;
(2^ by numbers in the intt?nor circle, beginning uiih i on
fol. 44,and running lo 54 on fol. 99; whence, oa fol, 100, it
recommences with i, followed by 2 on fat. 101; after which
this system of numbering cease*;
 (3)	^ * scries of dots on edge of L. upper corner of obv.
This commences with one vlo: o« fol. 100 and runs as far as
the last unnumbered fol.; hence fol. 101 has 2 dots and fol.
109 has 10 dots.    Here commences an error:  fol. no has
again  10 tlots, and fol. in has zi dots instead of 12 ;   fol.
112 has correctly 13 dots; but fol. 113 is again wrong with
13 dots; so also fols. 114, 115 with 14 and 15 dots instead
of 15, 16.    The last unnumbered foL has 17 dots, which
suggested the conclusion that there is really one fol. missing,
and that the unnumbered fol. is 117;
 (4)	by strokes in the interior circle.    This begins with one
stroke on fol. 115, and is contfnued on the last unnumbered
folio, with 3 strokes.
There is an error in the ordinary numbering on L.
margin. FoL 69 has two Nos., 69 and 71; the No, 70 is
omitted, but there is no fol. 70 missing, as the other system
of numbering shows. There has been simply a blunder on
the part of the scribe, which he corrected. In the top of L.
rev. margin of foL 86, there siaads the No. 3. Similarly
on fols. 87 and 93, there are the Nos, 7 and 17, 8 and 18
respectively*
Contents: medical formulary, similar to the Xd&anztaka
formulary in the Bower MS.; the surviving fols. contain
formulae for gkrfa (medicated clarified butter) and for turna
(compound powder). So far two or three have been identi-
fied in the €*rakG-samkftd, and one in the Bhfda-saathitd.
No. 39. Hoernle Reg. n4'X3j*. PL CI_
Ch. ii 004. Poihl, small, complete, in Cursive Gttpta,
well written in the text, but very badly in the interlinear
portions, and Kbotanese language; good strong paper.
4 IL, in black ink, on page; with marginal and glid-
ing line* in faint red ink; small interior circle, also in
red ink, i* diamn 4$* off L. edge. Mucji interlinear writing
on rev. of ist fol., obv. of and, and rev. of 3rd foL Total
No* of fols. 4 ; fol. Nos. being on L. margin of obv,; in the
case of ist fol. it is within the interior circlet. Rev. of Sol 4
is blank of text, but inscr. with 2 IL v«erjr Urge Tib. seat-
writing, in black ink.

